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SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR ORIENTATION CONTROL

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a system, method and apparatus for control

of a device and more particularly, to a system, method and apparatus for orientation

control of the device.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

[0002] Many remote controls have been designed to manipulate robotic devices,

mechanical devices, and virtual devices. There is a desire for a control system that may

process user signals quickly and accurately while providing smooth directional and

proportional control of associated objects.

SUMMARY

[0003] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a control apparatus

for a device is disclosed. The control apparatus includes at least one sensor module

having an inertial measurement unit and at least one device module in communication

with the at least one sensor module. The at least one sensor module is adapted to be

worn by a user on at least one body part with the inertial measurement unit detecting

body input and transmitting the body input to the device module. The device module

translates the body input into an orientation of the at least one body part and

commands the device based on the orientation.

[0004] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the at least one sensor

module is disposed in footwear.

[0005] In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the at least one sensor

module is in wireless communication with the device module. In accordance with a

further aspect of the invention, the device module is in wireless communication with

the device.



[0006] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method for

controlling the device is disclosed. The method comprises sensing body input and

communicating the sensed body input to a device module. The method also includes

translating the body input into a body orientation and controlling the device based on

the orientation.

[0007] These aspects of the invention are not meant to be exclusive and other

features, aspects, and advantages of the present invention will be readily apparent to

those of ordinary skill in the art when read in conjunction with the appended claims

and accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0008] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be better

understood by reading the following detailed description, taken together with the

drawings wherein:

[0009] FIG. IA is a schematic diagram of a prosthetic control apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention;

[0010] FIG. IB is another embodiment of the prosthetic control apparatus of FIG. IA;

[0011] FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of two sensor modules of FIG. IB being

used by a user;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a side perspective view of another embodiment of a sensor module

according to the present invention;

[0013] FIG. 4 is an electrical schematic of one embodiment of an inertial

measurement unit;

[0014] FIG. 5 is a top perspective view of a sensor module according to another

embodiment of the present invention;



[0015] FIG. 6 is an enlarged side perspective view of the sensor module of FIG. 5;

[0016] FIG. 7 is a side view of an inertial measurement unit of FIG. 2 tilted forward;

[0017] FIG. 8 is a front view of an inertial measurement unit of FIG. 2 tilted

sideways;

[0018] FIG. 9 is side view of the inertial measurement unit of FIG. 7;

[0019] FIG. 10 is a front view of the inertial measurement unit of FIG. 8;

[0020] FIG. 11 is a top view of an inertial measurement unit of FIG. 2; and

[0021] FIG. 12 is a side perspective view of an inertial measurement unit according

to an embodiment of the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Referring to FIG. IA a schematic view of a control system 7010 for an

associated device 7012 is shown. The control apparatus 7010 comprises a sensor module

7015 for detecting body input 7016 and a device module 7017 for commanding the

associated device 7012. The associated device 7012 may be, for example, an arm

prosthetic device such as those disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

12/02744I filed February 6, 2008, and the U.S. Patent Application entitled ARM

PROSTHETIC DEVICE, filed on the same day as the present application and assigned

to the same assignee, each of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

Additionally, the present invention is suitable for use in a variety control systems, such

as those disclosed in the U.S. Application entitled SYSTEM, METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF A PROSTHETIC DEVICE, filed on the same day as

the present application and assigned to the same assignee, which is also hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[0023] The sensor module 7015 includes one or more Inertial Measurement Units

(IMUs) 7096 connected to a sensor central processing unit (sensor CPU) 7019 that is

connected to a sensor module communicator 7020. The one or more IMUs 7096 detect

orientation, as will be discussed in greater detail below, which may be transmitted to

device module 7017 for controlling the associated device 7012. The sensor CPU 7019

inputs data from the one or more IMUs 7096 and filters and /or converts the data to

generate orientation signals. The orientation signals are then sent to the device module

7017 by the sensor module communicator 7020. The sensor module communicator 7020

may be hard wired to the device module 7017 or may transmit the user input signals

wirelessly, for example, but not limited to, through a radio transmitter, Bluetooth® or

the like. Thus, by altering the orientation of the one or more IMUs 7096, the user may

control the device 7012 in a desired manner. The sensor module may also include one

or more sensors 7018 adapted to be disposed at various locations on the user to sense

additional body input 7016 from the user.

[0024] In some embodiments, the device module 7017 includes a device CPU 7026

connected to a device controller 7027. The device CPU 7026 receives the orientation



signals from the sensor module communicator 7020. Based on the orientation signals

from the sensor module communicator 702O the device CPU 7026 calculates device

commands that are sent to the associated device 7012 by the device controller 7027 to

control the device.

[0025] Referring to FIG. IB in some embodiments where multiple IMUs 7096 are

attached to different body parts, it may be desirable to provide separate sensor modules

7015 for each IMU 7096 to decouple to IMUs 7096 from each other. In these

embodiments, each sensor module 7015 may communicate with the device module 7017

and the device module 7017 uses the orientation signals provided from each sensor

module 7015 to command the associated device 7012.

[0026] Referring to FIG. 2, in some embodiments, the IMU 7096 may determine the

orientation of the user's foot 7021. In some embodiments, particularly where an

increased number of control inputs is desired, one IMU 7096 may be used on each foot

7021 of the user (the term "feet" or "foot" is a general description, in some

embodiments, the IMU 7096 may be placed on a user's ankle or ankles or on the user's

leg or legs. In some embodiments, the IMU(s) 7096 may be placed on any part of a user

indicative of the movement of the foot /feet, including, but not limited to, affixed to the

user's clothing or footwear 7036). In some embodiments, IMUs 7096 may be placed at

other locations on the user including but not limited to the user's arm, head, or the like.

Each IMU 7096 is a device capable of sensing motion using a combination of sensors as

will be discussed in greater detail below. Referring to FIG. 4, wherein like numerals

represent like elements, the IMU 8096 may include one or more accelerometers 8114

and/or one or more gyroscopes 8116, to measure orientation of the IMU 8096 relative to

a gravitational direction G, shown in FIG. 2, including, but not limited to, sensing type,

rate, and direction of the orientation change of the IMU 8096.

[0027] Referring to FIG. 3, in some embodiments, the sensor module 8015 may

include a main housing portion 8103 having a strap 8104 to allow the sensor module

8015 to be attached to the user's foot, ankle or other body part. The main housing

portion 8103 has a wiring conduit 8105 extending outwardly therefrom to an IMU

housing 8098. The main housing portion 8103 accommodates the sensor CPU 8019 and



the sensor module communicator 8020. Referring to FIG. 4, the main housing portion

8103 may also accommodate a power supply 8107 for powering the sensor module 8015.

The IMU housing 8098, shown in FIG. 3, accommodates the IMU 8096, which may

include the two-axis accelerometer 8114 and the yaw rate gyroscope 8116. As used

herein, the term two- axis accelerometer 8114 should be understood to include devices

capable of detecting accelerations in two axes, i.e. the X and Y axes shown in FIG. 2, and

is synonymous with two single axis accelerometers, which are each capable of detecting

accelerations about a single axis, i.e. the X axis or the Y axis, shown in FIG. 2. The IMU

8096 in the IMU housing 8098 is operatively connected to the sensor CPU 8019, the

sensor module communicator 7020 and the power supply 8107 by connectors 8108,

which extend through the wiring conduit 8105, shown in FIG. 3. Referring back to FIG.

3, connecting the IMU housing 8098 to the main housing portion 8103 through the

conduit 8105 is advantageous because it allows the IMU 8096 to be positioned away

from the user's foot or ankle. Thus, a small orientation change at the user's foot or

ankle will cause a greater orientation change at the IMU housing 8098, which may be

more readily detected by the IMU 8096.

[0028] In the embodiment of the IMU(s) 8096 shown in FIG. 4, the IMU 8096

captures data relating to only orientation, rather than in some other embodiments,

where the IMU(s) captures data relating to both orientation and position. Specifically,

in this embodiment, the sensor module 8015 produces and transmits to the device

module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, three (3) raw signals relating to pitch, roll and

yaw and the device module 7017 uses these signals to command the associated device

7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, as will be discussed in greater detail below. Although

shown as including the two-axis accelerometer 8114 and the yaw rate gyroscope 8116,

in various other embodiments, the IMU 8096 may include three (3) gyroscopes 8116 and

no accelerometers 8114. Using three (3) gyroscopes, the algorithm used by the device

module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, to control the associated device based on yaw,

discussed in greater detail below, would be used for the other two (2) axes to command

movement based on pitch rate and roll rate.

[0029] The gyroscopes 8116 may provide many benefits over the use of

accelerometers 8114. These include but are not limited to some of the following. A



single algorithm may be used to estimate the Euler angles for all three axes, X Y and Z.

The gyroscopes 8116 are less sensitive to use in a non-inertial frame (e.g., car, boat, etc.)

compared with accelerometers 8114. Additionally, there are no dynamic

range /resolution issues due to initial inclination when control angle is re-zeroed, which

may be present with accelerometers 8114. Additionally, in embodiments using three (3)

accelerometers 8114 and/or gyroscopes 8116, user walking may be detected using a

threshold rate with the assumption that the user moves their foot faster when walking

than when controlling the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB.

[0030] However, in some embodiments, the IMU 8096 having two accelerometers

8114 (or a two-axis accelerometer) and one gyroscope 8116 may be preferable over

embodiments having three gyroscopes 8116 for reasons that may include, but are not

limited to, any one or more of the following. The orientation signal provided by

gyroscopes 8116 may drift over time, while there is no need to de-drift accelerometer

axes. It may be simpler for the sensor CPU 8019 to estimate Euler angles using

accelerometers 8114 than it is using gyroscopes 8116. In particular, the algorithm used

by the sensor CPU 8019 for processing signals from the accelerometers 8114 requires

less processing power than gyroscopes 8116. This may be particularly advantageous in

many situations including with respect to use of the IMU(s) 8096 to control a prosthetic

arm where the sensor module(s) 8019 are located on the user's ankle(s), where it may be

advantageous and desirable to employ a wireless signal transfer between the sensor

module 8019 and the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB. Thus, in these

and other embodiments, it may be desirable to use a smaller sensor CPU 8019 based on

power usage and size and using two accelerometers 8114 and one gyroscope 8116,

rather than three gyroscopes 8116, may allow the use of the smaller sensor CPU 8019.

[0031] Additionally, the accelerometers 8114 may themselves draw less power and

be smaller in size than gyroscopes 8116. Also, the accelerometers 8114 may not require a

specific DC range for power, which may allow for use of a non-changing and smaller

range.

[0032] As discussed above, in some embodiments, the sensor CPU 8019 may filter

the signals collected by the IMU 8096 to remove sensor noise and to provide a more



clean signal. However, providing this functionality may result in a sensor module 8015

that is large and /or heavy and /or has large power requirements. Thus, it may be

desirable, in some embodiments, to use a sensor module 8015 with less functionality

that includes the capability of collecting "raw" data that may be used to determine

pitch, roll and yaw. For instance, in some embodiments, the sensor module 7015,

shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may include only three accelerometers 8114 and no

gyroscope 8116. Since this sensor module 7015, shown in FIG. IA and IB, will have less

functionality, the measurements collected by the sensor module 7015, shown in FIGS.

IA and IB, may be translated to 3-dimmensional measurements by device module 7017,

shown in FIGS IA and IB.

[0033] In some embodiments, the power supply 8107, shown in FIG. 4, may be a

regenerative energy device, for instance, the power supply 8107 may be recharged by

kinetic movement, e.g., walking. In the exemplary embodiment, the power requirement

for the sensor module 8015 is approximately seven (7) milliamps.

[0034] Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, in some embodiments, the sensor module 9015

may be a single unit adapted to be attached to the user's footwear 9036, shown in FIG.

5. The sensor module 9015 may include gyroscope 9116, three-axis accelerometer 9114,

sensor CPU 9019, sensor module communicator 9020 and sensor power supply 9107 all

attached to a support structure formed of one or more circuit boards 9120. The sensor

power supply 9107 may include a battery 9108 and a wireless power antenna 9111,

connected to the battery 9018, for wirelessly charging the battery 9108 by associating it

with a wireless charger, such as a charging pad, or by any other wireless charging

system known in the art. Alternatively, the battery may be charged directly through a

charger plug (not shown). In some embodiments, the battery 9108 may be charged

during use through the wireless power antenna 9111. The sensor power supply 9107 is

substantially smaller than the power supplies discussed in previous embodiments,

providing for a smaller sensor module 9015. Additionally, since the sensor module

9015 includes the three-axis accelerometer 9114, the sensor module 9015 is capable of

detecting accelerations about three axes, which may advantageously facilitate walk

detection, as will be discussed in greater detail below. It should be understood that the

term three-axis accelerometer, as used herein, is a single orientation sensor capable of



measuring three perpendicular axes or acceleration and is interchangeable with three

separate accelerometers arranged on three perpendicular axes.

[0035] Referring back to FIG. 2, the data collected from the at least one IMU 7096

may be used by the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB in an algorithm to

translate orientation of the foot 7021 and /or changes in orientation to a commanded

control of the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB. In some embodiments,

IMU 7096 may include at least two accelerometers 8114, shown in FIG. 4 detecting

acceleration about two axes and at least one gyroscope 8116, shown in FIG. 4 for

detecting orientation changes about a third axis. Thus, the IMU 7096, in some

embodiments, may detect orientation changes about at least three axes, thereby

allowing the user to control the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, in at

least three degrees of freedom.

[0036] The accelerometers 8114, shown in FIG. 4, of each of the IMUs 7096 may be

arranged to detect pitch θPtch about the X axis relative to the gravitational direction G

and roll
o

about the Y axis relative to the gravitational direction G. The gyroscope

8116, shown in FIG. 4, of each of the IMUs 7096 is, in some embodiments, arranged to

detect yaw θ
Yaw

about the Z axis. Thus, by using two IMUs 7096, one IMU 7096 on each

foot 7021, the user is able to control the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and

IB, in at least six degrees of freedom.

[0037] Each IMU 7096 is arranged with one accelerometer 8114, shown in FIG. 4, in

the Y direction and the other accelerometer 8114, shown in FIG. 4, in the X direction.

When the IMU 7096 is flat, i.e. the Z axis is coincident with the gravitational direction G,

gravity, which is an acceleration of I G in the gravitational direction G, only includes a

component projected on the Z axis. As the IMU 7096 tilts, a component of gravity is

projected onto the X axis and /or Y axis. This tilt is detectable by the accelerometer

8114, shown in FIG. 4, arranged on the axis upon which the component of gravity is

projected. Since I G is a known value, the arcsin of the value detected by each



accelerometer 8114, shown in FIG. 4, of the IMU 7096 is a proportion of I G and

representative of the pitch θP tch and /or roll θRolι.

[0038] Although shown in FIG. 2 with the Z axis being coincident with the

gravitational direction G as seen in FIGS. 7 and 8, the Z axis of each of the IMUs 7096

may be offset from the gravitational direction G; for example, if the IMU 7096 is not

initially situated flatly on the users foot 702I if the IMU 7096 shifts during use, or if the

user is standing on an incline, decline or the like. Therefore, the sensor module 7015 of

the present invention may zero the IMUs 7096 by setting a pitch offset, θOffselP tch , and a

roll offset, θ0ffsetRo[l , when initialized or reinitialized during use.

[0039] Referring to FIG. 9, the pitch θP tch detected by the IMU 7096 may be

configured to command the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB. For

example, the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may command the

associated device when:

θ
' P it ch

. —θnOff set Pitch
≥ θ

Threshold _ Pitch

where,

p tch
s he pitch detected by the IMU 7096 relative to the gravitational direction

G;

offset P tch i tne preset value calibrating the IMU 7096 discussed above; and

Threshold P tch
s a present minimum pitch angle that must be exceeded to ensure

that the detected pitch θP tch is a desired command and not due to unintentional

movement of the user's foot 7021, shown in FIG. 2.

[0040] In one embodiment, the command generated by the device module 7017, shown

in FIGS. IA and IB, from the pitch θP tch may be a switch that alternates between an "on

state" and an "off state" each time Pitch "offseLPitch ≥ θ
' Th

,resh,ol
d _ P

,ιt,„ch
,,. In another

embodiment, pitch θP tch may command the device module 7017 to toggle through a list.

For example, each instance that θτhreshold P tch is exceeded, the device module 7017 may



toggle forward through the list if (θP tch
- θOffselP tch

is a positive value and may toggle

backward, i.e. in reverse, through the list if (θP tch
- θOffselP tch

is a negative value.

[0041] In one embodiment, the command generated by the device module 7017,

shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may correspond to a movement, M
Pitch

, of the associated

device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, if Pitch OffselPitch ≥ θ.Threshold Pitch ' For example,

when Pitch OffselPitch
≥

threshold pilch the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. I A and IB,

may command movement at a preset velocity in a preset direction, e.g. the device

module 7017 may command upward movement at the preset velocity if

P tch
~ offset P tch

J is positive value and may command downward movement if

βP tch
~ off set P tch

) a negative value. In another embodiment, the movement may be

commanded using the equation:

Mpitch = ι pud, ~ "offsetPitch) + 2

where,

Jc1 and Ic2 are gains that may be preset based on the type of movement desired.

The movement M
Pitch

may be set to correspond to a variety of possible movements of

the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB. For example, M
Pitch

may be a

distance of deflection in a direct direction or a speed of travel in a direction.

[0042] Referring to FIG. 10, the roll θRolι detected by the IMU 7096 may also be

configured to command the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, in a

manner similar to that discussed above for the pitch θP tch . For example, the device

module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may command the associated device when:

Roll "offseLRoll ≥ θ.
Threshold _Roll

where,

θRolι is the roll detected by the IMU 7096 relative to the gravitational direction G;

offset Ron i tne preset value calibrating the IMU 7096 discussed above; and



Threshold Roil
s a present minimum roll angle that must b e exceeded to ensure that

the det teecctteedd rroollll θθ
RRoollιι

iiss aa ddeessiirreedd ccoommmand and not due to unintentional movement of

the user's foot 702I shown in FIG. 2.

[0043] In one embodiment, the command generated b y the device module 7017,

shown in FIGS. I A and I B from the roll o may b e a switch that alternates between an

O n state" and an "off state" each time Roll Off set Roll ≥ θ
Th

,resh,ol,d.
_ R o

„
l
„
l
. In another

embodiment, roll θRolι may command the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. I A and

IB, to toggle through a list. For example, each instance that 1 110 111
_Roll is exceeded, the

device module 7017, shown in FIGS. I A and IB, may toggle forward through the list if

ROII ~ offSetRo ii) s a positive value and may toggle backward, i.e. in reverse, through

the list if (θRolι - θ0ffsetRol ι) is a negative value.

[0044] In one embodiment, the command generated b y the device module 7017,

shown in FIGS. I A and IB, may correspond to a movement, M Roll, of the associated

device 7012, shown in FIGS. I A and IB, if
"ROII "off set Roll ≥ θ .Threshold Rolf For example,

when
"ROII "off set Roll

≥
τbre hou Rn

ii the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. I A and IB,

may command movement at a preset velocity in a preset direction, e.g. the device

module 7017 may command movement to the right at the preset velocity if

ROII ~ offSetRo ii) s a positive value and may command movement to the left if

ΨROII ~ off t Ron ) a negative value. In another embodiment, the movement may b e

commanded using the equation:

" -RoU = 3 \ ROU ~ "offsetRoll) + 4

where,

3 and Ic are gains that may b e preset based o n the type of movement desired.

The movement M Roll may b e set to correspond to a variety o f possible movements o f the

associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. I A and IB. For example, M Roll may b e a

distance of deflection in a direct direction or a speed of travel in a direction.



[0045] Referring to FIG. 11, each gyroscope 8116, shown in FIG. 4, is able to detect

yaw
vv

as the rate of angular rotation relative to the Z axis. Thus, yaw θ
Yaw

about the Z

axis is detectable by the IMU 7096 when the user's foot 7021 moves about the Z axis.

Unlike the pitch θPtch
and roll θ

Rolι, which are each detected relative to a fixed reference,

i.e. the gravitational direction G, the yaw θ
Yaw

is detected by the gyroscope 7116 with

respect to the reference frame of the gyroscope 7116. Thus, the gyroscope 7116

effectively resets its frame of reference after each angular deflection of the IMU 7096.

For example, if after moving from the first position P1 to the second position P2, the user

then moves the IMU 7096 to a third position P3, the yaw θ
Yaw

detected by the IMU 7096

as the IMU 7096 moves from the second position P2 to the third position P3 would be

relative to the second position P2. This yaw θ
Yaw

detected by the IMU 7096 may be

configured to command the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB.

[0046] For example, the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may

command the associated device 7012 when:

θ' Yvaw :θJ .Threshold Yaw

where,

θ
Yaw

is the yaw detected by the IMU 7096; and

Threshold Yaw
s a present minimum yaw angular rotation that must be exceeded to

ensure that the detected yaw θ
Yaw

is a desired command and not due to unintentional

movement of the user's foot 7021, shown in FIG. 2, or drifting of the gyroscope 8116,

shown in FIG. 4.

[0047] Advantageously, since the yaw θ
Yaw

detected by the gyroscope 8116, shown in

FIG. 4, about the Z axis is relative to the previous position of the IMU 7096, rather than

a fixed reference frame like the gravitational direction G, shown in FIG. 2, a yaw offset

is not necessary, as was the case with detection of the pitch and roll.

[0048] In one embodiment, the command generated by the device module 7017, shown

in FIGS. IA and IB, from the yaw θ
Yaw

may be a switch that alternates between an "on



state" and an "off state" each time θYav τhreshold
_

Yaw
- In another embodiment, yaw θ

Yaw

may command the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB to toggle through a

list. For example, each instance that θτhreshold Yaw
is exceeded, the device module 7017,

shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may toggle forward through the list if θ
Yaw

is a positive

value and may toggle backward, i.e. in reverse, through the list if θ
Yaw

is a negative

value.

[0049] In one embodiment, the command generated by the device module 7017, shown

in FIGS. IA and IB, may correspond to a movement, M
Yaw

, of the associated device

7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, if θYaw ≥ θτThreshold Yaw' For example, when

θYaw :θτhreshold Yaw
the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may command

movement M
Yaw

at a preset velocity in a preset direction, e.g. the device module 7017

may command movement to the right at the preset velocity if θ
Yaw

is a positive value

and may command movement to the left if θ
Yaw

is a negative value. In this exemplary

embodiment for commanding right and left movement, it may also be desirable to halt

right and left movement using the detected yaw θ
Yaw

. For example, if the device

module 7017 has commanded movement M
Yaw

to the right, based on a positive θ
Yaw

, a

subsequently detected negative θ
Yaw

that satisfies the relationship θ > 6L
Threshold Yaw m y

generate a command to stop moving to the right, rather than a command to move to the

left. From the stopped position, another negative θ
Yaw

that satisfies the relationship

θYaw ≥ θτThreshold Yaw
would then command leftward movement or, alternatively, a positive

θ
Yaw

that satisfies the relationship θ
hreshold

_γ
aw

would then command rightward

movement. Similarly, if the device module 7017 has commanded movement M
Yaw

to the

left, based on a negative θ
Yaw

, a subsequently detected positive θ
Yaw

that satisfies the

relationship θYaw :θ.
Threshold Yc

may generate a command to stop moving to the left,

rather than a command to move to the right. From the stopped position, a negative θYm

that satisfies the relationship θYaw ≥ θτThreshold _ Yaw
would then command leftward



movement or, alternatively, a positive θ
Yaw

that satisfies the relationship

θ
Yaw

θτhreshM Yaw
would then command rightward movement.

[0050] For exemplary purposes, the pitch θPtch
, roll θ

Rolι and yaw θ
Yaw

have been

described as commanding specific movements in connection with FIGS. 7-11. However,

it should be understood that the pitch θ
P tch

, roll θ
Rolι and yaw θ

Yaw
may be programmed

within the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, to command a variety of

different movements, and in some embodiments, in response to the user's preferences

and customization.

[0051] It should be understood that although the use of at least one IMU 7096 for

control of the associated device 7012, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, is described herein, the

at least one IMU 7096 may be used in conjunction with any one or more various devices

and/ sensors 7018 to control the associated device 7012. Thus, in some embodiments,

the IMU 7096 may be used in conjunction with the sensors 7018, switches, buttons or

the like.

[0052] In some embodiments, as discussed in connection with sensor module 9015 of

FIG. 6, it may be beneficial to include three accelerometers 9114 or a three-axis

accelerometer, in the IMU 7096 along with at least one gyroscope 9116 for detecting

orientation changes about at least three axes and for enabling walk detection. In an

embodiment with IMU 7096 having three accelerometers 9114, the IMU 7096 generates

output relating to pitch θPtch, roll θRolι and yaw θ
Yaw

in substantially the same manner

discussed above in connection with the IMU 8096, shown in FIG. 4, having two

accelerometers 8114. However, with the third accelerometer 9114, the IMU 7096 may

provide the control apparatus 7010, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, with walk detection

capability.

[0053] Referring back to FIGS. IA and IB, when using the IMU 7096 for control of

the associated device 7012, walking may be problematic, since walking movement of

the user's foot 7021, shown in FIG. 2, will cause the IMU 7096 to sense orientation

changes, which the device module 7017 will use to control the associated device 7012.



However, walking may be detected by providing an IMU 7096 having a third

accelerometer 9114, shown in FIG. 6. Referring to FIG. 2, each of the accelerometers

9114, shown in FIG. 6, may be arranged to measure the acceleration in one of the X Y or

Z directions. Thus, when the user is substantially stationary, the vector sum of the

accelerations detected by each of the three accelerometers 9114, shown in FIG. 6, should

be substantially equal to IG. When the Z axis is coincident with the direction of gravity

G, the accelerometer 9114 detecting acceleration in the Z direction will detect the entire

I G acceleration due to gravity, since the accelerations in the X and Y directions will be

substantially equal to zero. Now, referring to FIG. 12, when the user is stationary, but

the direction of gravity G is not coincident with the Z axis, i.e. the user has moved their

foot 7021 to command a pitch θPtch and /or roll θRolι, the vector sum of the accelerations

Ax, Ay and Az in the X, Y and Z directions, respectively, will still equal IG.

[0054] If the user begins to walk, the vector sum of the accelerations Ax Ay and Az

detected by each of the three accelerometers 9114 will be substantially greater than IG,

since the act of walking will cause additional acceleration, other than gravity, to be

detected by the IMU 7096. Thus, once the IMU 7096 detects the accelerations Ax, Ay

and Az, the vector sum of the accelerations may be compared to a walk detect limit. In

some embodiments, the walk detect limit may be set at approximately 1.2G. If the

vector sum of the accelerations is lower than the walk detect limit, the device module

7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may command the associated device 7012, shown in

FIGS. IA and IB, in accordance with the pitch θPtch, roll θRolι and /or yaw θ
Yaw

detected

by the IMU 7096. However, if the walk detect limit is exceeded by the vector sum of the

accelerations, the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, will assume the user

is walking and may alter the control scheme for the associated device 7012.

[0055] Referring back to FIG. 2, in some embodiments, the user may calibrate the

sensor module once the user places the sensor module 7015 on the desired body part,

such as their foot or feet 7021. This calibration may negate any misalignments of the

IMU 7096 on the user's body part, such as foot 7021, for example, by setting the pitch

and yaw offset angles discussed above. In some embodiments, the user may place the

sensor module 7015 on their foot or feet 7021 and then power the sensor module 7015



"on" to automatically enter a calibration mode. Once in the calibration mode, the user

may perform one or more calibration movements with their foot or feet 702I i.e., "tow

up", "heel up", "tilt side to side", etc., to establish a baseline for the range of motion of

the user's foot or feet 7021, which may be used, for example, to set motion control gains

such as gains Ic1, k2, k3 and k4 discussed above. These calibration movements and their

order of performance are for exemplary purposes only. In other embodiments, different

calibration movements and /or a different order of performance of calibration

movements may be used, as should be understood by those skilled in the art. In

various embodiments, the user may be required to complete a "range of motion" to

establish a baseline and for the system to establish the X, Y and Z axes.

[0056] In some embodiments of the present invention, the device module 7017 will

send a zero command to the sensor module 7015, which the sensor module 7015 may

use to redefine its zero position or orientation to be the current position or orientation.

For example, the device module 7017, shown in FIGS. IA and IB, may send a zero

command to the IMU 7096 of the sensor module 7015 by setting a pitch offset, θOffsetPitch,

and a roll offset, θOffsetRolι. This zero command may be used to compensate for

orientation changes of the foot /feet 7021, shown in FIG. 2, for example, if the user is

standing on an incline or the like. Thus, the zeroing process may be beneficial for many

reasons, including, but not limited to, where the user moves from flat ground to a

sloped ground, the controls may interpret this as a command. Therefore, active zeroing

eliminates this issue which may otherwise give ruse to unintended commands.

[0057] The sensor module of the present invention is advantageous because it is able

to detect the orientation of a user's body part, for commanding an associated device,

using an IMU having fewer orientation sensors, i.e. accelerometers and /or gyroscopes,

than conventional IMUs. This is beneficial because it reduces the overall size of the

IMU, which, in turn, reduces the size and weight of the sensor module. Additionally,

by reducing the number of orientation sensors as compared to conventional IMUs, the

present invention also advantageously reduces both the power required for the IMU

and the processor size required to process the signals from the IMU. This also

advantageously reduces the size of the sensor CPU and the sensor module battery,



thereby further reducing the size of the sensor module. This size reduction beneficially

provides for a single-component compact sensor module adapted to be attached on

essentially and user body part with minimal discomfort.

[0058] While the principles of the invention have been described herein, it is to be

understood by those skilled in the art that this description is made only by way of

example and not as a limitation as to the scope of the invention. Other embodiments are

contemplated within the scope of the present invention in addition to the exemplary

embodiments shown and described herein. Modifications and substitutions by one of

ordinary skill in the art are considered to be within the scope of the present invention.



What is claimed is:

1. A sensor module comprising:

an IMU having at least one orientation sensor;

a sensor CPU in communication with the at least one orientation sensor; and

a sensor module communicator in communication with the sensor CPU;

wherein the sensor CPU receives input signals from the at least one orientation

sensor of the IMU; and

wherein the sensor CPU outputs a pitch, a roll and a yaw of the IMU through the

sensor module communicator.

2. The sensor module according to claim 1, wherein the IMU includes at least three

orientation sensors including at least two accelerometers.

3. The sensor module according to claim 2, wherein the third orientation sensor is a

gyroscope.

4. The sensor module according to claim 1, wherein the at least one orientation sensor is

an accelerometer.

5. The sensor module according to claim 1, additionally comprising a power supply for

supplying power to the sensor module.

6. The sensor module according to claim 5, wherein the power supply includes a

battery and a power antenna connected to the battery for wirelessly charging the

battery.

7. The sensor module according to claim 5, additionally comprising a support structure;

wherein the IMU sensor CPU sensor module communicator and power supply

are each disposed on the support structure.

8. The sensor module according to claim 7, wherein the support structure includes at

least one circuit board.



9. The sensor module according to claim 5, additionally comprising a housing,

wherein the IMU sensor CPU sensor module communicator and power supply

are each disposed in the housing.

10. The sensor module according to claim 9, additionally comprising a strap attached to

the housing and adapted to connect the housing to a body part of a user.

11. The sensor module according to claim 9, wherein the housing includes a main

portion with the sensor CPU sensor module communicator and power supply disposed

therein and an IMU portion connected to the main portion by a conduit, the IMU

portion having the IMU disposed therein.

12. A sensor module adapted to be attached to footwear, the sensor module

comprising:

a support including at least one circuit board;

at least one orientation sensors disposed on the support and adapted to detect

orientation in at least three axes;

a sensor CPU disposed on the support and in communication with the at least

one orientation sensor through the at least one circuit board;

a sensor module communicator disposed on the support and in communication

with the sensor CPU through the at least one circuit board; and

a power supply having a battery disposed on the support for supplying power to

the sensor module through the circuit board.

13. The sensor module according to claim 12 wherein the sensor CPU receives input

signals from the at least one orientation sensor; and

wherein the sensor CPU outputs a pitch, a roll and a yaw of the sensor module

through the sensor module communicator.

14. The sensor module according to claim 12, additionally comprising at least a second

orientation sensor;



wherein the at least two orientation sensors are accelerometers detecting

accelerations in two axes.

15. The sensor module according to claim 14, additionally comprising at least a third

orientation sensor;

wherein the third orientation sensor is a gyroscope.

16. The sensor module according to claim 12, comprising at least three orientation

sensors that are accelerometers.

17. The sensor module according to claim 12, wherein the power supply includes a

power antenna connected to the battery for wirelessly charging the battery.

18. A control system for controlling an associated device, the control system

comprising:

a sensor module having an IMU detecting orientation in three axes, a sensor CPU

in communication with the IMU and a sensor module communicator adapted to

transmit signals from the sensor CPU; and

a device module in communication with the sensor module through the sensor

module communicator, the device module in communication with the associated

device;

wherein the device module receives a pitch signal, a roll signal and a yaw signal

from the sensor module and commands the associated device based on at least one of

the pitch signal, the roll signal and the yaw signal.

19. The control system according to claim 18, wherein the sensor module is in wireless

communication with the device module.

20. The control system according to claim 18, wherein the IMU includes three

orientation sensors including at least two accelerometers detecting accelerations in at

least two orthogonal axes.
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